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From Hutchinson to Blasey-Ford: The trials of women

THE STARTLING JUXTAPOSITION of Anne Hutchinson and Christine Blasey-Ford as they stand face-to-face in front of a panel of men and share their stories with the rest of the world. (Courtesy of Tom Williams)

BY: JESS ALLING AND HUNTER HERSHEY
LEAD WRITERS
SOPHIE CIPOLLA, KIMIYA SHOKRI, SIMONE
TEMPLE, MEGAN TIERNEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Our country has a long and unhappy
history of controlling, disbelieving, and
silencing women’s voices.
In our early American literature
course, we have been examining the
experiences of several seventeenthcentury, Puritan women, who for various reasons were put on the stand and
questioned for their beliefs or activities. These women spoke out, defended
themselves, and tried to make their
voices heard; instead, they were mocked,
manipulated, and doubted by their male
interrogators.
We believe their stories have something to tell us about the unprecedented
Senate Judiciary Committee hearings
that we have so recently witnessed in
our nation’s capital. We feel compelled
to contextualize the confirmation hearings for Brett Kavanaugh, for we seem
to be repeating the past without even
knowing it.
We are caught in a moment in time that
feels like it belongs to the 17th century,
rather than contemporary America. Take
the witchcraft trials for example. In the
years leading up to the explosive trials
at Salem in 1692, a number of Puritan
women were put on trial for witchcraft.
The burden of proof rests solely on the
prosecutors — the statute of which still
holds true today — in such a trial. Yet, the
proof offered is often questionable and
doubtful…if there is any.
Thus, the question must be: how does
one prove witchcraft? Likewise, how

does one prove sexual assault? The parallels between the two questions lead to an
unsettling truth: one cannot. At least not
without the damning, physical evidence
necessary to move for conviction. But
women have found themselves having to
prove their “unbelievable cases” over the
course of our brief existence as a country.
In 1637, soon after the founding of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, Mrs. Anne
Hutchinson was examined by a group of
Puritan ministers who found her bold,
unwomanly behavior and her religious
beliefs troubling, out of place, and in dire
need of correction.
She had the audacity to teach her faith
to fellow Puritans within her own home.
She also claimed that the Puritan ministers of her community were misleading
the people by teaching them a false version of their faith.
Her worst transgression: she claimed
that she had directly experienced the
voice of God, which implied the irrelevance of the Puritan ministers. Outraged by her refusal to be controlled, her
Puritan interrogators sent her into exile.
When Hutchinson was later killed in a
raid by Native Americans, her death was
reported as a victory for the righteousness of Puritanism.
In 1669, Katherine Harrison was exiled
from her town because of personal accounts from her peers alone. A board of
all men listened to numerous individual
reports of ill-mannered cows, a pet dog
named Fowler who possessed the head
of Harrison, or what we have come to
define as spectral evidence: the visions
or dreams of one being a witch.
After hearing these testimonies,
though no physical evidence was entered, she was deemed to be a witch and

exiled.
The jarring image of a woman placed
under the scrutiny of a panel of white
men is one that has transcended time.
Anne Hutchinson and Katherine Harrison were painfully outnumbered by
the Puritan leaders (mostly ministers)
at their examination. We saw the same
phenomenon at the Senate Judiciary
Committee hearings for both Christine
Blasey Ford and Anita Hill.
On the surface, this comparison may
seem like a reach. But it is precisely the
differences that allow for such an unsettling argument to be made. Remember:
12 men accuse a woman of being a witch,
they listen diligently to the whimsical
testimonies brought before them, and
find cause to condemn the accused of
witchcraft.
Now, hypothetically, flip this situation on its head: 12 women accusing one
man of being a lawbreaker. They respect
due process and bring forward the only
evidence they can: personal accounts.
Despite this lack of physical evidence,
The 12 women decide the accused is
guilty and have him banished. But this
never happens.
In trials of witchcraft, one is still
required to provide evidence to incite
a guilty verdict. With that said, the evidence submitted is arbitrary, heresy at
best.
That is because one really cannot
prove witchcraft; there is seldom a smoking gun to refer to — aside from personal
accounts. Herein lies the problem. Sometimes, the only proof or evidence that one
might have is personal accounts. To condemn a witch, it was all that was needed.
see OPINION, page 6
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

I’ve been putting up with
a bad roommate for awhile
now, and we’ve brought the
situation up to our RA multiple times, but every time our
problems seem to be resolved,
something else crops up, and
I’m finding it very hard to
cope with this endless cycle.
What should I do?
Sincerely,
Super Stressed Roommate
Dear Super Stressed Roommate,

I’m sorry to hear that! It can
be very tough dealing with a
bad roommate, and you are
definitely not alone. Shared living spaces, especially in small
dorms, can lead to a lot of stress
and unwanted headaches. Your
dorm should feel like a place
you can kick back and relax,
not a place where you feel like
you’re walking on eggshells
because of your roommate. I’m
glad you’ve brought up your
issues with your RA, and this is
a very good starting point, but it
clearly seems like this course of
action isn’t enough.
If you haven’t been doing
this already, I would start making a list of all of the things
your roommate does that either
doesn’t sit with you the right
way or is downright rude and
disrespectful. Gather as much
evidence as you can, and document things that will make your
case stronger. For instance, if
you roommate is a slob, you can
take pictures of their mess and
show them to your RA.
This should also go without
saying, but communicating with
your roommate is key. Find a
time to respectfully bring up
your issues, but do not present them in a way that attacks
them personally. Even if they
are disrespectful of your space
and presence, you should not
get back at them by doing the
same. This will only add fuel
to the fire and more often than
not ends up in back-and-forth,
passive-aggressive actions.
Lastly, if you really cannot
cope with this roommate and
things are not getting any better,
it is okay to switch roommates
any time during the semester.
Do not worry! Remember that
things will get better and there is
always room for change.
Sincerely,
Dr. Duetime

Dear Dr. Duetime,

I feel as if my first semester
of college has been overwhelming with the amount of school
work I’ve been assigned, my
classes, and my FYAC course.
Does the pace of college ever
slow down? If not, how do you
cope?
Sincerely,
FranticFreshman
Dear FranticFreshman,
Thank you for your submission! I’m sorry that your transition into college has been overwhelming, but on the plus side,
that means you’ve been chugging along and you’re surviving
your first college semester!
Freshman year can be overwhelming in general. I’ve found
that as you move forward in
your college career, the load of
school work may decrease in so
much that you are not having
to do tedious work for FYAC
classes, but you also adjust to
the amount that you’ve been
assigned.
Coming into college can be
shock, especially for those who
usually had an easier time in
high school. There are a lot of
deadlines and they come up
unexpectedly and all at once.
The best way to manage this is
to NOT procrastinate. It sounds
cliche, but it is the truth! Staying ahead of the game when it
comes to your school work is
the only way you can avoid a
stress during college. But to
answer your question, yes, it
does become easier because as
we continue to work through all
the assignments and deadlines,
we become adjusted to these expectations and are able to tackle
the next challenge with a more
steady foundation.
First semester of freshman
year is often just growing pains,
but they do subside. Congrats to
you for getting through midterms! You’re almost halfway
there, and you have so much to
look forward to! Appreciate the
time you have in college and
find the light at the end of the
tunnel when it comes to deadlines. Soon enough we’ll be in
the real world and begging for
another homework assignment
rather than sitting at a desk job!
Sincerely,
Dr. Duetime

by Jack Barnes
Copy-editor
Each election year in California, citizens vote on initiatives
and referendums that propose
or repeal legislation. The 2018
ballot has produced 11 propositions to be voted on since Prop
9 was removed by the California
Supreme Court. While most deal
with how public money is to used,
others will determine laws about
property anc gas taxes, daylight
savings time, and space for farm
animals. Each are summarized
below by the California Secretary
of State on voterguide.sos.ca.gov.
Prop 1: Authorizes $4 billion
in general obligation bonds for
existing affordable housing programs for low-income residents,
veterans, farmworkers, manufactured and mobile homes, infill,
and transit-oriented housing.
Fiscal Impact: Increased state
costs to repay bonds averaging
about $170 million annually over
the next 35 years.
Prop 2: Amends Mental Health
Services Act to fund No Place
Like Home Program, which finances housing for individuals
with mental illness. Ratifies
existing law establishing the No
Place Like Home Program. Fiscal Impact: Allows the state to
use up to $140 million per year
of county mental health funds to
repay up to $2 billion in bonds.
These bonds would fund housing
for those with mental illness who
are homeless.
Prop 3: Authorizes $8.877 billion
in state general obligation bonds
for various infrastructure projects. Fiscal Impact: Increased
state costs to repay bonds averaging $430 million per year over 40
years. Local government savings
for water-related projects, likely
averaging a couple hundred million dollars annually over the
next few decades.
Prop 4: Authorizes $1.5 billion in
bonds, to be repaid from state’s
General Fund, to fund grants
for construction, expansion,
renovation, and equipping of
qualifying children’s hospitals.
Fiscal Impact: Increased state
costs to repay bonds averaging
about $80 million annually over
the next 35 years.
Prop 5: Removes certain transfer requirements for homeowners over 55, severely disabled
homeowners, and contaminated
or disaster-destroyed property.
Fiscal Impact: Schools and local
governments each would lose
over $100 million in annual property taxes early on, growing to
about $1 billion per year. Similar
increase in state costs to backfill
school property tax losses.
Prop 6: Repeals a 2017 transportation law’s taxes and fees
designated for road repairs and
public transportation. Fiscal Impact: Reduced ongoing revenues
of $5.1 billion from state fuel and
vehicle taxes that mainly would
have paid for highway and road

maintenance and repairs, as well
as transit programs.
Prop 7: Gives Legislature ability to change daylight saving
time period by two-thirds vote,
if changes are consistent with
federal law. Fiscal Impact: This
measure has no direct fiscal effect because changes to daylight
saving time would depend on
future actions by the Legislature and potentially the federal
government.
Prop 8: Requires rebates and
penalties if charges exceed limit.
Requires annual reporting to the
state. Prohibits clinics from refusing to treat patients based on
payment source. Fiscal Impact:
Overall annual effect on state
and local governments ranging
from net positive impact in the
low tens of millions of dollars to
net negative impact in the tens of
millions of dollars.
Prop 10: Repeals state law that
currently restricts the scope of
rent control policies that cities
and other local jurisdictions
may impose on residential property. Fiscal Impact: Potential
net reduction in state and local
revenues of tens of millions of
dollars per year in the long term.
Depending on actions by local
communities, revenue losses
could be less or considerably
more.
Prop 11: Law entitling hourly
employees to breaks without
being on-call would not apply to
private-sector ambulance employees. Fiscal Impact: Likely fiscal benefit to local governments
(in the form of lower costs and
higher revenues), potentially in
the tens of millions of dollars
each year.
Prop 12: Establishes minimum
requirements for confining certain farm animals. Prohibits
sales of meat and egg products
from animals confined in noncomplying manner. Fiscal Impact: Potential decrease in state
income tax revenues from farm
businesses, likely not more than
several million dollars annually.
State costs up to $10 million annually to enforce the measure.
This practice of direct democracy heightens the privilege and
responsibility that come with
voting for citizens of this great
state. Voting at all begs information.
It requires educating oneself
on the issues at hand -- but
propositions have the power to
change the Constitution of California rather than handing over
the power to an elected official.
That said, we are also voting on
18 government candidates for
state positions and U.S Congress
representatives.
Voting is the defining right of
democracy, and it is imperative
that you carve at least one hour
out of your year to learn as much
as you feel is necessary to participate in civics.
To all California citizens, you
have one week left before Nov. 6
to get out and vote!
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Student Highlights

Showcasing students’ creative works on a fully student-run platform…

Reaper & The Body

by Alexus Trullijo
Contributing Writer
The body was roaming, as
he does at night, searching for
something he can’t quite remember. ‘Was it the cafeteria?
No, I already ate,’ he thought as
he aimlessly crossed the street.
A car approaching from his
right forcibly came to a sudden
halt. The driver, however, still
managed to accidentally hit the
body. It was not the body’s fault
entirely; the driver was too busy
trying to undo the regrettable
mistake of accidentally denying
a pretty woman’s friend request.
Serious stuff if you ask me.
Worth it if you ask the driver.
‘Ehh, I’ve gone through worse’
if you ask the body in the road.
Even though the ambulance
did not arrive yet, she – death
– knew the body would not be
able to be resurrected by the
electrical hands that cheat her
so often. As protocol, she sent
down a reaper to collect the
body’s soul.
“ You know you can get up
right?” questioned the reaper
standing above the laid out
body.
“Yeah, but the stars are so
bright out tonight,” the body
replied, pointing at the night
sky. The reaper, already knowing what to expect, looked up to
see no stars.
“Where’s your soul?” asked
the reaper alarmingly. The body,
once on his feet, was dark and
hollow, as if an infestation that
grew into a plague consumed
his chest.
“Oh, I think my friend has it.”
“Why in God’s name do they
have it?” The reaper was concerned with the fact that the
body’s soul might be in worse
shape than the body.
“Umm, if I recall it was because he wanted it.”
“Have you been able to live
with any happiness in your
life?”
“I have been taking life one
backward crawl at a time.”
“You seem confused.”
“Confucius was always confused. That’s why his parents
named him Anthony Garcia
Hernandez.”

“It is necessary we find your
soul.”
“Why is that? I haven’t needed it my whole life.”
“So you aren’t stuck here in
limbo. We need to leave.”
“Can I bring – oh sorry. Wrong
word. May I bring something
with me?”
“You are not taking your PlayStation with you on this journey.”
“Then yes, I am ready.”
“Where is your friend?”
“The last time I saw my best
friend was in sophomore year
in high school before he transferred to that fanc y school
named after that dream speech
guy.”
“When did you first meet him
then?” The reaper asked planning on traveling to the origin
of time the soul was taken rather
than to the location which it
might be.
“First year in junior high.
Spanish 1A, which was a complete waste of time academically.” Without hesitation, the
reaper placed his hand on the
body’s shoulder and went to the
first year of junior high.
*
“Woah, it’s weird to be back
here again,” the body pointed
out, now sitting in a desk admiring the classroom. “Oh hey,
Sam.” The body waved to the
student to his left. Sam was
shorter than most students. He
had curly hair that substituted
for a helmet and skin slightly
darker than the body’s own.
“He can’t hear you,” the reaper explained, standing over the
body’s right shoulder as a teacher might imply their position,
prestigiously and geographically. The body felt a sharp
pain in his back. A transparent
thumbtack was placed behind
the body hours before he arrived
to class by another student. The
body moved the tack to the gap
of the wall between him and
Sam. In return, Sam moved
the tack less than an inch from
where the body initially put it.
The body, in response, would
move it some more. For days,
this game of chess went on until
they cut out a small square from
the wall with the continuous
small incisions.

“If only I lit this up and
smoked it,” the body uttered,
directing his speech to Sam
while examining the small piece
of wall in his hands. “Then
maybe I would have kept you
a little longer as my friend.”
Meanwhile, the reaper thought
to adopt a different method to
find the soul; instead of locating the friend, he would search
for when the body experienced
the most significant emotional
change for that would be a sign
when the body lost his soul.
“Time to go.” Knowing now
where he must go, the reaper
placed his hand on the body’s
shoulder and went a year forward in time.
*
“Isn’t she beautiful?” The
body asked, gazing at a figure
sitting in the center of the class.
The body occupied a front row
corner desk furthest from the
only door.
“You didn’t even know who
she was at first.”
“I just had a feeling about
this one.” The body eventually turned his attention to the
teacher. “Oh, I loved this class
too. I had her husband last year
for math as well.” The reaper
placed his hand on the body’s
shoulder, making the room and
everything in it age until about
two weeks before November.
The body no longer sat in the
front corner, he now sat in the
back behind the center of the
class.
“Our little family is back together again,” the body began,
talking about the three people
that surrounded him in his new
seat. “Emily was the mother,
Richard was the dog or pet
thing. He didn’t last long in the
family. Too quiet and reserved.
Cassandra was the dad. Always
confused me why the family
never stayed together. Being
the youngest in the family, I
was the son. I knew it would
only be a matter of time before I
would leave them only to return
momentarily. Still, our paths
turned out so different,” the
parents turned around with a
smile to greet their son. “I miss
them.” The reaper placing his
hand once again on the dark
shoulder and made the room age

Thud, Thud
by Jon seiser
opinion columnist
I laid on the bed with my eyes
open, listening to the wind howl.
It crashed and clanged against the
wooden gate outside; the accompanying rain smashed onto the window
and sliding door. A rustling in the
blinds drew my eyes. There was
nothing in the darkness; perhaps it
was the wind. I looked back to the
ceiling and watched the fan spin.
It was after midnight. All the light
had faded away, and the moon was
weak. I laid with open eyes staring
into the darkness above me for
what seemed to be an eternity. The
rustling of the curtain again called
my eyes. Nothing. I scanned the
lightless room, passing a dark spot
at the edge of my bed where the dim
moonlight seemed to ignore, then

A DEMON crouching over the the unsuspecting, sleeping figure. (Courtesy of Bodybuilding.com)

back to the empty blackness above
me. Thud, thud, smack. I could hear
the rain thicken, fat drops…loud
drops. I ached for sleep in the fragile,
moonlit room. Again, the rustling
of the curtains called to me. It was
nothing, I thought, and ignored the
urge to look.
I felt a gentle breath of air by my
ear. I tried to turn, but was frozen.

My arms and legs were paralyzed, as
if strapped and anchored to the bed. I
gasped for air through my collapsing
chest. I glanced around the empty
room until my eyes fell upon the
darkness at the edge of the bed; there
it stood, motionless and silent. Thud,
thud. I could no longer hear the
raindrops. Thud, thud. My breath

about three weeks.
The body was happy, wearing
a bulky, gray sweater with the
father next to him. They held
hands and roamed the school
together. The reaper watched
and kept note, ever so slowly
turning time ‘till the change
would occur.
*
“You ended it, why would you
end it? You knew you would
have longed for it again.” The
reaper g enuinely asked the
body.
“She ended it the first time.
Plus, I was done trying to do
everything on my own. It got
tiring and hard. The pressure, it
only stops once you become thin
enough to slip underneath it.”
“You don’t think you will ever
contact her again?”
“No, I try to respect that at
least. I don’t want to assume
feelings are mutual. A phone call
requires two talkers. Anyways,
she’s moved on, probably with
some guy named James from
Palmdale. I bet his jawline is
mouth watering-”
“ Yo u d o n ’t h o p e y o u t w o
might encounter each other
one day?” The reaper interjects
before the body could make the
event seem any more trivial.
“Not really, it might bring
solace to myself, but I have faith
I will find another.”
“Well, sorry to disappoint, but
your soul isn’t here.”
“It’s okay, I wasn’t looking for
it anyways.” ‘I was’ thought the
reaper. He placed his hand on
the body and began searching
into the next couple of years.
Year by year, the reaper noticed
the body began to quiet. As the
last two years approached, the
reaper went alone. He continued through the body’s years,
only to return and to find the
body lying in the road, waiting.
“Will I be stuck here?” asked
the body, looking up at the night
sky as a star fell from his eye.
“No,” The reaper replied shaking his head. “You cannot move
on, however death has allowed
you to live.” Crouched over
the body, the reaper placed his
hand into the crevice that is the
body’s chest, and in doing so,
the person stood up and walked
back to his dorm room.

became rapid in this stationary state.
Thud, thud. It stood silently, staring
at me while I gasped for air. Thud,
thud. I tried to shake myself awake,
I tried to scream through my immobile lips — nothing, not even a groan.
The abyss grew larger in the darkness. I felt the void towering over me
and continue to stare. Frantically, I
struggled to move. Thud, thud. My
pulse quickened as the darkness of
death lowered itself closer to me. I
continued to struggle for movement.
I awoke drenched in sweat to
the sound of my pounding heart —
thud thud. My breath no longer felt
weighted, and my limbs were free
of incumbents. I sighed in relief for
waking from the nightmare. The
dark, dimly lit room was empty
again. Glancing about the room, I
convinced myself it wasn’t real —
yet there it stood, the shadow in the
night at the edge of my bed.

Campus
Calendar
Mustache Movember
Event- Cultivating
Difference Makers
Wednesday, Oct. 31
1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
Erin
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu
Dia de los Muertos
Altar Decoration
Wednesday, Oct. 31
1 p.m.
Museum of Art
Contact:
Museum of Art
museum@stmarys-ca.edu
Three Sisters
Wednesday, Oct. 31
8 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 1
8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 2
5 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 3
2 p.m., 8 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 4
2 p.m.
La Fevre Theatre
Contact:
Tara Sundy
tms8@stmarys-ca.edu
All Saints Day Mass
Thursday, Nov. 1
5:15 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Mission and Ministry Center
mmc@stmarys-ca.edu
Executive Speaker
Series: “Magic Growth
Equations Don’t Exist: How
Companies Earn Trust”
Thursday, Nov. 1
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Soda Center, Claeys Lounge
Contact:
SMC MBA
925-631-4500
Documentary “Milongueros:
El Compás de Buenos Aires”
US Premiere Screening
Friday, Nov. 2
3:15 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
Center for Teaching,
Learning & Scholarship
hn1@stmarys-ca.edu
Financial Success: 5
Steps Women Can Take to
Ensure Financial Fitness
Saturday, Nov. 3
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Delphine Lounge
Contact:
Courtney Bennett
cab35@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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CULTURE
A Look Back to 2018 Treasure Island Music Festival
BY CLARICE ONG
CULTURE EDITOR
The 2018 Treasure Island
Music Festival took place at
Middle Harbor Shoreline Park
in Oakland on Oct. 13 and 14
after a one-year hiatus. Though
naysayers may have entertained
the idea that the sabbatical
from the scene would have led
to rustiness, the festival went
mostly without a hitch. The
performances went smoothly
save for the thirty-minute delay
before A$AP Rocky’s set. Though
the trademark Ferris wheel was
not part of this year’s festival,
the breathtaking view of the Bay
Bridge and the San Francisco
skyline was inescapable and
more than made up for this absence. If anything, the one-year
absence seemed to have made
festival-goers’ hearts more fond.
The crowd of attendees gleefully
immersed themselves in the music of the festival.
The first day of the two-day
event featured EDM, soul, genresmashing music, and hip hop.
EDM acts like Gilligan Moss,
George FitzGerald, Polo & Pan,
Laff Traxx (Toro y Moi & Nosaj
Thing), and Silk City (Diplo +
Mark Ronson) kept the crowd
dancing with their sets despite
the heat and the dust.
Moses Sumney mesmerized
the crowd with his vocal prowess: from a low vibrato to operatic -- to falsetto -- to soulful, his
voice and range delivered one of
the best sets of the weekend.
Hiatus Kaiyote performed
their neo-soul songs with a steampunk aesthetic. Santigold,
with a colorful and energetic
set that could be best described
as less-than- G-rated and Dr.
Seuss-like, energized the crowd
with her hits, such as “Disparate
Youth” and “L.E.S. Artistes,” and
“Creator.” During this point, she
invited fans to join her onstage
to dance with her while she
performed.
Hip hop artists JPEGMAFIA
and Aminé performed their
highly political and feel-good
songs, respectively, to a hyped
crowd. Pusha T performed songs
off his highly lauded album,
“Daytona,” to the delight of the
festival goers who were mostly

TAME IMPALA closed the 2018 Treasure Island Music Festival with a highly anticipated, high energy set, complete with laser light shows, fog, and confetti. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

rapping along with him line-by
-line.
A$AP Rocky, whose performance was delayed by more than
half an hour, was the last act of
the first day of the festival. His
stage included fire cannons and
a giant test-dummy head that
mirrored the visual motif of his
latest album, “TESTING.” He
stopped his songs a few times to
urge the crowd to “open up the
pit” and stopped performing
“Kids Turned Out Fine” partway
through because, according to
him, “I don’t like the way my
voice is sounding on that one.
I didn’t come all the way to SF
to short-change people.” He
ended the day with “Yamborghini High” accompanied by
fireworks.
The final day of the festival promised to focus more on
indie acts, but offered a more
diverse array of sounds, such as
Cigarette After Sex’s alt-rock
and downbeat dream pop music,
Lord Huron’s moody, modern
folk-pop, country-and-bluesinspired music, and U.S. Girls’
art pop.
Courtney Barnett impressed
the crowd with her heavy shredding and body thrashing combined with her deadpan singing
that included a little screaming.
Lord Huron delivered an energetic performance that included
songs such as “Meet Me in the
Woods,” “Wait by the River,” and
the “makeout” song “The Night

We Met.”
Undoubtedly, the most anticipated performance of the
day was Tame Impala. To make
sure that they were as close to
the stage as possible when Tame
Impala performed, a big crowd
purposefully chose to miss Jungle’s entire performance — an
unmissable sign of devotion as
Treasure Island Music Festival
made it a point to schedule performances so there would be no
overlaps between sets, thus ensuring that attendees never had
to miss any of the artists. Their
devotion paid off. The band’s
hour-and-a-half performance
was high energy and the perfect
close to a fun weekend.
Non-Karl fog, laser, lights,
and confetti accompanied the
Australian band as they performed selections from their
career — from “Jeremy’s Storm”
to “Nangs” to “New Person Same
Old Mistakes” to the crowd
pleaser “The Less I Know The
Better” — which kept the audience jumping, dancing, and
squealing with delight.
The gorgeous Bay Area evening made the performance
all the more memorable, with
Kevin Parker taking in the moment in between songs and
remarking about the “glistening
city” and the beautiful crowd.
When Tame Impala performed
another crowd favorite “Feels
Like We Only Go Backwards”
to close the set and the festival,

the crowd’s disappointment and
happiness were palpable. No one
was quite ready to come down
from the high of the weekend as
of yet, but everybody was quite
pleased with a weekend spent

with great music, great energy,
and great views. Welcome back,
Treasure Island Music Festival!
Bay Area festival fans are looking
forward to what you have in store
next year.

A$AP ROCKY set with fire cannons and a giant test dummy head (Adriana Avila/THE COLLEGIAN)

A Foodie’s Advice: When You Leave, Bite a Snake
BY JORDAN PASTOR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Would you bite directly into
a snake? How about if it were
braised? How about if you tried
it without knowing what it was,
then being told it was not chicken? I’m Jordan Pastor, a fourth
year transfer student (“Never
Say Forgotten” on Amazon, my
book, guys!), and I will have the
privilege to join a travel course
this January. Before you ask,
no, where I am going does not
directly involve snakes.
But if you think about it more,
how did you picture it being
served to you? On a plate next to
garnish? In a paper cone coated
with a dark sauce and chives?
Either way, (and hopefully in the

cleanest way) someone’s hands
have touched it; there was probably care in handling it. Either
way, the snake found its way to
you. Including all instances of
travel, everyone who has went
somewhere else for a period of
time remembers that there were
items on some restaurant menus
that made them either giggle
with awe or shake their head
(with respect to those who have
religious/ideological/ health
reasons for not trying them).
There are really bizarre foods in
different places.
I have always been a lover
of bizarre foods. I have eaten
every organ, insect, and mysterious paste I could get my hands
on. I was always the one who
would have no trouble asking

for testicles on a stick, and that
is because food was never “too
weird.”
We have those here in the
United States, too. Think about
foods like hot dogs, cheddar
cheese, key lime pie-flavored yogurt. We can pretty much agree
that those are weird as well. It is
okay to be reluctant to try things.
Unfamiliarity is scary.
So why am I telling you that
you don’t need to try weird food
but you DO need to try it? It is
because the fear is coming from
a place of disconnect with the
culture. Above all, there is fear.
The way bizarre food eaters approach food is a little different.
When people like me bite into
the snake, we recognize that it
came from a place of love. By this,

we mean that there is someone
out there who loves it and cared
about it enough to make it into
something that is desired. It is
the relationship of the matter —
there is someone out there for
whom this means a little more
happiness.
Think about the smiles and
joking conversations people
have had when they prepared the
dish in the past. Think of it being
married to the soil — bound in its
natural state to the life-giving
ground. It was born, had passed
on, and its body was prepared for
the purpose of giving another life
a bit more happiness. It’s quite
a picture, is it not? But what
does that have to do with YOU?
Well, I can personally say that
it is about an 80/20 match in

the sense that there would be a
20% chance that it is gross, but
an 80% chance says it would be
damn good. Eighty percent of the
time, you may experience a new
and exciting texture, or a hidden
flavor locked in the strata of your
memory, or something as simple
and sweet as a warm hug. It is
new, mysterious, exciting, and
above all, uncertain. It is like a
mystery gift box.
As a bizarre foodie, I can tell
you that you get addicted to that
feeling. If you go somewhere, I
challenge you to try one different thing. When you like it, you
feel connected. It is bigger than a
food just being “weird,” the dish
means love to someone. How do
YOU access that love? You won’t
know if you don’t bite the snake.
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CULTURE
Review: ABC’s “A Million Little Things” Spooky
Tunes
BY ADRIANA AVILA
CULTURE EDITOR
Whether you will be sitting down
munching on some candy, watching
a spooky movie, or going out this
Halloween, having a great music
playlist will make it ten times better.
Here is a list of songs that will
rattle your spooky spirit.
1. “Voodoo Child”–Jimi Hendrix
The improvised guitar and vocals
of this psychedelic rock song might
just make you put your candy down
to pull out your air guitar.
2. “Yellow Flicker Beat”–Lorde
Let the rattling drums and synthesizers of this electropop track pump
you up to finally watch that scary
movie that you have been putting off.
3.“Beggin for Thread”–BANKS
You might find yourself singing
this song if coming up with a Halloween costume is just one of the many
things you procrastinated on this
week. If you need any last minute
costumes, be sure to check out the
on-campus Free Store, located in De
La Salle 105.
AMILLION LITTLE THINGS follows three close friends - Eddie, Rome, and Gary - as they develop a stronger bond while grappling with the suicide of one of their best friends, Jon. (Courtesy of LA Times)

BY AUBRIE MCKEEVER
STAFF WRITER
They say friendship is not a big
thing. It is a million little things.
The ABC TV show “A Million
Little Thing” puts that quote to
the test.
“A Million Little Things” is a
new drama that premiered on
Sept. 26, 2018. The show follows
the friendship of four best male
friends and their wives. One of
the friends, Jon, commits suicide, and all of the rest of the
three best guy friends — Rome,
Eddie, and Gary — become closer
to each other because of that. No
one knows why Jon took his life
because he was the glue of the
group who seemed as though he
had everything. He had a great
family, a great group of friends,
a successful job, and no one
could think of a logical reason
why he would commit suicide,
which also makes this show a
mystery. The story follows each
of the guys’ lives and how they
deal with the death of their best
friend Jon and the meaning of
friendship and how it is a million
little things.
I really liked this show because
it is the only show on television
that focuses on close guy best
friends seen in an emotional
way. This is common for female
friendships in TV shows like
“Sex and the City,” “The Bold
Type,” “Pretty Little Liars,” and
“Younger,” but a TV show that focuses purely on male friendships
is virtually unheard of.
There is the stereotype that
guys have to be masculine all of
the time and that they cannot
cry or be seen as emotional with
their guy friends. However, that
is problematic since when people
try to have a hard exterior, no one
truly knows what is going on and
if someone is in need of help.
Right after Jon died, the best

friends realize that they really
do not know each other. Everyone seems to just hide behind
fake smiles and no one opens
up to actually talk about things.
After Jon’s death, Gary said to
his friends, “we don’t talk. I bet
you don’t even know the color
of my eyes are.” This realization
creates a stronger bond between
the men.
This show erases the macho
male stereotype and shows that
it is alright for guys to be emotional, care for one another, and
express their feelings. “A Million
Little Things” demonstrates that
men can deviate from putting on
a hard exterior and that doing so
does not make a guy weak. We all
need to be there for one another.
That is the power of friendship.
Not only do I like the fact
this shows male friendships on
TV and breaks the macho man
stereotype, but I love that the
premise of the show is about
how friendship is a million little
things. I value friendship deeply
in my life and believe it is vital to get through the ups and
downs of life. I like the concept
that friendship is a million little
things, which I have never really
considered before, but now agree
with that term. The promos
for the show say “ Friendship
is being honest, friendship is
showing up, friendship is letting
go, friendship is the family you
choose.
In the darkest times, friendship is where light shines” and
“Friendship isn’t one thing, it’s
a million little things.” There
needs to be more TV shows like
this that focus on the raw human
connection between one another
because that is what real life is
all about. When watching this
show I could connect to how my
friends have always been there
for me during tough times and
how that has made my life better.

I would not know what I would
do without my friends. There are
not many TV shows that are simple with a plot that focus on human emotion that audience can
relate to. Each guy has a secret
that they are keeping, but this is
not out of the ordinary: this is a
reality we can all relate to.
It is similar to the TV show
“This is Us” in the way that it
is about connecting with one
another and that it is a relatable
show about friendships, family,
and human emotions. It also is
similar in the way that it has
characters who give wise words
of wisdom that can be taken as
life lessons that we can learn
from.
Just as both shows have secrets, we understand that everyone has secrets and we can relate
to hiding that from one another,
but we also can relate to fighting with friends, making up, and
being there for one another no
matter what. This show reminds
you that friendship is complicated and messy, but overall, it is
worth it and can get you through
tough situations. It is a show that
makes you reevaluate what is
actually important in your life.
It is the people in your life who
make it better.
Following the concept that
friendship is a million little
things, another minor concept
that the show focuses on is the
saying “everything happens for a
reason.” Before he died, Jon said,
“I truly believe everything happens for a reason. The challenge
in life is to find that reason.” He
also goes on to say, “Sometimes
what happens is terrible, and you
think what good could possibly
come from this? Sometimes what
happens is so hard to believe,
that you refuse to accept the
truth. And sometimes, you even
try to change it.” The group’s
friendship is so strong that even

when things go south, they persist, just as Jon promised that
“but as bad as it seems, there is
good, and you will find it.” After
Jon died, the group tries to figure
out what that reason is and what
good can come out of it, but the
good is that they all are able to
reevaluate their lives more, and
become closer to one another.
I like to think that everything
does happen for a reason. An interesting detail about the men’s
friendship is everyone thinks
that they met in college. In reality, Jon, Rome, Eddie, and Gary
were stuck in an elevator and
started to open up to each other
about their life despite being
strangers. They all found out
they were Boston Bruin fans, and
Jon convinced them all to go in
on Bruins game season tickets
with him. Out of this elevator incident, their friendship was born.
Jon’s death itself, one could argue happened for a reason, since
it brought the Rome, Eddie, and
Gary closer to one another. Rome
was struggling with depression
and had pills in his mouth right
before he got the call that Jon
died, but spit it out as he heard
the news since he was in utter
shock. If it was not for that phone
call, Rome, too, would have been
dead.
This is a refreshing powerful show that I recommend. It
is something different that we
need to see more of on television. This show will pull at your
heart strings, and make you cry
in a good way. Even though this
show is heavy, it also has some
comedy and light moments because laughing is what helps us
get through tough times in life.
It will also make you appreciate your friends more, support
them, and learn to reach out to
them, because you never know
what truly going on with someone.

4. “Sweet Dreams (Are Made of
This)”–Eurythmics
“Everybody’s looking for something” to do this Wednesday to
celebrate Halloween. No plans yet?
As the Eurythmics would say, “keep
your head up,” because discounted
Halloween candy hits the shelves
on Thursday.
5. “Scary Monsters (And Super
Creeps)”–David Bowie
Bowie’s unparalleled voice might
transport you to a parallel universe
(hopefully without the scary monsters and super creeps).
6. “Yes I’m a Witch”–Yoko Ono
Ono says, “Each time we don’t say
what we wanna say, we’re dying” and
“Each time we don’t say how do we
feel, we’re dying.” Let this song be
your anthem this week: speak your
mind!
7. Sympathy for the Devil”–The
Rolling Stones
Is your costume so unique that
people only understand what you
are after asking you? Perhaps Mick
Jagger understands, “Ah, what’s puzzling you is the nature of my game?”
8. ”Ghostbusters Theme
Song”–Ray Parker Jr.
What is more spooky than a ghost?
Have you encountered one on campus? Is the light in your room flickering? I think you know who to call.
9. “SICKO MODE” –Travis
Scott Ft. Drake, Swae Lee, and
Big Hawk
This upbeat song is sure to get you
ready for that Halloween party you
and your friends have been talking
about all week. Turn this song into a
game: every time the beat changes,
eat another piece of candy!
10. “Superstition”–Stevie
Wonder
Do you feel uneasy when you cross
paths with one of the campus cats?
Stevie Wonder would say, “superstition ain’t the way.”
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OPINION
Dryden renovations fail to optimize spending
BY AUBRIE MCKEEVER
STAFF WRITER

HOT TAKE
SNACK BREAK

Grab your favorite snack and see what your peers
have to say about the world this week - read ‘em
while they’re hot!

SMC, GIVE COFFEE TO ME

SMC recently approved a 3.94 percent increase to
tuition, $50 increase to student fees, and 1.0 percent
increase to on-campus boarding. Without aid, the
college will cost $64,712 next year. Borrowers in the
United States owe a collective $1.5 trillion in student
loans, thanks to ever-increasing sticker prices. That
is what we call batshit crazy. SMC should pledge to
freeze tuition and fees for the next five years. If the
college needs to drum up spare change, they can
start by eliminating the SEAS program. There are
only two reasons it’s acceptable to increase tuition.
One is obvious: making professor’s pay consistent
with the cost of living in California. The other is my
personal crusade. The school should install free coffee dispensers next to all water fountains on campus.
Please. I beg of you. I am tired.
CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR

SPONGEBOB: THE MUSICAL
UNDERRATED

Was the donated money worth
spending on Dryden renovations? Yes
and no. I was so happy to hear about
the new tables and chairs that were
going to be put in for Dryden. I believe
the money was well spent. However, I
think five TVs is unnecessary. I would
say three would have been just fine. I
don’t believe that people even watch
the TVs that much while they eat. I’ve
noticed that most people in the cafeteria are talking to friends or are on
their phones, hardly paying attention
to what is on TV.
I think the money also could have
been utilized to renovate our library.
The library is so old and outdated.
The computers never work. They are
so slow, and half of them don’t even
print. They are also really dusty and
dirty, particularly the keyboards.
Also, the chairs are not comfortable
and the tables are not modern. I think
they should renovate it when they get
more money next time! It’s definitely
needed. The library looks like it would
have in 1928.
However, I think they did a good
job picking modern-looking tables
and chairs in Dryden. We are finally
updating our campus to match most
other colleges’ dining rooms. I’ve
been waiting for this moment since
my freshman year here. The old setup was outdated with the circular
wooden tables. This new look opens
up the space in Dryden, making it
look bigger. Also, everything is better
quality, since it’s brand new.
Not only was the old seating arrangement outdated, but the chairs
were all in a circle. I disliked this because if you wanted to sit alone, you
couldn’t. You were forced to sit with
strangers in a circular table, which
makes it quite uncomfortable because
sometimes you want to sit alone and
don’t want a group of people to invade
your personal space. Now, thankfully,
there are modern, small, square tables
that make it easier to sit alone without
feeling like you’re sitting in group that

DRYDEN received a modern makeover this semester, with updated furniture and new TVs. (KA Loughman/COLLEGIAN)

you aren’t part of. You stood out more
if you sat alone, since there would be
a group of friends at every table and
just one table filled with chairs and it’s
just you there. Now, it’s easier to sit
alone and not stand out if you choose
to, and the set-up looks like most
colleges’ dining. It’s nice to see this
new look in Dryden and give students
more seating options!
Although one may argue that there
is value in preserving Saint Mary’s
traditional decor, I would say you still
see that in Oliver Hall. Dryden was
really nothing special and was ready
for a change. The look of Dryden was
just circular tables and chairs, while
Oliver Hall I can understand more
why you wouldn’t change. It has those
long tables like in Harry Potter that
everyone loves the look of.
But overall, I’m pleased they added
a few TV screens, got modern chairs
and smaller tables,, and some comfy

modern couches. I also approve of the
colors they chose, since they are modern colors — white, grey, and some orange. They got rid of a lot of the brown
colors. Since there are more white and
lighter colors, it makes the room look
more spacious, clean looking, and
vibrant. It’s not so drab looking.
I like how they have a variety of
chairs and tables: small high circular tables with high stools, regular
wooden chairs with the small white
square tables, and if you do choose to
sit in a large group with friends you
still have that option with the wide
rectangular tables.
There are also comfortable lounge
couches facing the TV and spaced out
in the room. I’m pleased with what
they did and I’m so glad that they did
it. It was time for a change. I just wish
they would have bought less TVs, so
we could have saved more money to
use for better resources.

Spongebob Squarepants: The Musical is a ray
of bright sunshine in this dark, desolate world,
and I am FED UP with people who judge it before
listening to it. The storyline is engaging, the music
is artful and sweet, and listening to it will fill you
with nostalgia while inspiring hope for the future.
It received twelve Tony nominations this year, so
you know it’s objectively worthy of admiration.
It’s impossible to listen to the soundtrack (which
features songs written by T.I., The Plain White T’s,
Cyndi Lauper, Sara Bareilles and more) without
smiling. We all need to smile a bit more. Queue up
some Spongebob Squarepants: The Musical and
let your inner child be free again.
KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR

TRIALS OF WOMEN: unheard voices

SKITTLES? NO THANKS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Skittles are, impartially, the worst kind of Halloween
candy. They’re too sticky and chewy, and the fun-size
bags they come in are too tiny to deliver complete
sugary satisfaction. And all of the flavors taste the
same, except for the yellow skittle. If you’re handing
out Skittles when you COULD be handing out Twix,
Starbursts, or Reeses cups, you shouldn’t be handing
out Halloween candy at all.
KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR

HUNGRY FOR MORE?

Uh oh, your hottest take is all dressed up with no
where to go. We want to publish it. Come to the
next Collegian storyboarding session, Monday,
November 5th, or shoot us an email at smccollegian@gmail.com.

We often tend to believe men more
than women. In modern trials, where
the lack of evidence is intrinsically
related to the nature of the case, we
seem to act differently. Take, for example, sexual assault. In a time when
such a crime can only be proved (or
believed) with physical evidence
and a crime that rarely produces
any—and when it does, the evidence
seems to be forgotten about or lost—
we have difficulty believing women.
Historically, from the earliest roots
of our American society, we have
trouble taking a woman’s testimony
over a man’s. In 1637, twelve men
accused a woman of being a heretic,
followed due process, presented only
testimonies and were able to move
for conviction. In 2018, four women
accused one man of sexual assault,
followed due process, presented
their testimonies, but were then
dismissed from the national stage
within a few weeks. Deplorable.
So which one faces more repercussions, the testifier or the accused?
Or, better yet, who suffers the most,
the man or the woman? The aftermath for Kavanaugh is not bleak: he

is now a member of the highest court
in the land. Despite the allegations
made against him, his nomination
was not revoked and, while his
journey to the “throne” was made
more difficult, it never once became
improbable. On the other hand, Dr.
Ford is experiencing the modern
version of exile. Since the day of her
testimony, Ford has received death
threats and has been forced to leave
her home and send her sons to stay
with friends just so they are able to
remain in school. While this type of
exile is certainly preferable to execution, we still see women paying
dearly for their testimony.
Kavanaugh, like many others
(typically men) accused of sexual
assault, flipped the script of his trial
to paint himself as the victim. He is
upset over his potentially scarred
reputation in the same way that the
women accused of witchcraft were;
but, unlike him, accused women
are often rendered agentless to a
system that does not believe them.
This system is a distrustful one; one
that has gained efficacy through
the momentum of history. Seldom
has female testimony held the same
weight as that of a man. Infrequently

have their stories been believed
throughout history. This ingrains
such a distrust as an integral part
of our nation’s foundation. It has
become systemic: the idea that female testimony cannot stand alone.
Kavanaugh’s and Ford’s case merely
becomes an example. This is more
than an isolated incident. It is part
of something far greater: a system incapable of hearing a woman’s voice.
The parallels that we see between
the remote past and the present
lead us to ask: How do we create
a culture that respects a woman’s
voice and authentically honors her
experience? How do we undo longheld assumptions about the female
gender and her ability to tell the
truth? Our culture likes to portray
itself as open and willing to listen to
a woman, but it does not seem to hear
her words. Our nation recently asked
one woman to relive her trauma, in
the public spotlight, for our benefit,
but we did not value her testimony,
as proven by the confirmation of
Judge Kavanaugh to the Supreme
Court. We hope to one day turn a new
page of history and see the beginning
of a new era, when women will not
only be heard but also believed.
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SPORTS
How hard is it to become an athlete like Max Muncy? Sports
this week
VOLLEYBALL

November 1 @ 7pm
vs. Pepperdine
November 3 @ 1pm
vs. Loyola Marymount

WOMEN’S SOCCER

MAX MUNCY celebrates as he rounds the bases after winning game 3 of the 2018 World Series with a walk-off home run in the bottom of the 18th inning. (CBS Sports)

BY HENRY PENALOSA
SPORTS EDITOR
At some point in my life, I
wanted to be a professional
athlete. So did my friends, and
so did basically any ten-year-old
who scored more than ten points
in their fifth grade basketball
game, or ran a kickoff into the
opposite end zone. But what
does it actually take to be an
athlete of that caliber? Put
simply, it takes a lot. In 2015,
Business Insider published
an article that highlighted the
percentage of athletes that the
NCAA estimates will end up
going pro after college.

“High school athletes in men’s
basketball have the hardest road
to becoming college athletes
as just 3.4% play at the next
level. Men’s ice hockey has the
easiest path with 11.2% going
from high school to college.
Me a nw h i l e , 8. 6 % o f d r a f t eligible baseball players are
drafted while only 0.9% of
women’s basketball players are
drafted professionally.” (Gaines)
There are over 1 million high
school students playing football,
and less than 300 of them will
play pro. Even then, it isn’t
like people just go pro and they
are in it for life. Most athletes,
in any sport, are in and out of

the professional league in a
few years. Only a handful get
long contract extensions for a
particular team, and then when
they are done, they are done.
It must sound like I am
telling any prospective athlete
to abandon their ambitions,
but honestly, I’m just trying
to point out that we should all
appreciate athletes more. Even
spending one second in the
limelight, as they do, means that
they have to overcome obstacles
that most people can’t imagine.
Think of the probability that
Dodger’s player Max Muncy had
of making such an incredible
impact.

When the Dodgers signed
Muncy to their AAA affiliate last
spring, he wasn’t even playing
baseball. He had just recently
been cut by Oakland Athletics.
Within one season, Muncy made
his way to the Dodgers MLB
roster and proceeded to hit over
30 home runs.
In game 3 of the 2018 World
Series, Max Muncy hit a walkoff home run in the bottom of
the 18th inning. Max Muncy,
along with any other American,
is more likely to die by heart
disease or cancer, than become
a professional athlete, and yet
look at how far inspirations like
Max Muncy have gone.

November 3 @ 4:30pm
@University of San Francisco

MEN’S SOCCER

November 4 @ 1pm
vs. Gonzaga University
MEN’S TENNIS

This Day in Sports History: The Rumble in the Jungle
BY MATT MCFETRIDGE
SPORTS EDITOR
On Oct. 30, 1974 in Kinshasa,
Zaire (now known as the Republic
of Congo), George Foreman
stepped into the boxing ring with
Muhammad Ali. Ali was 32 years
old, a full seven years older than
his opponent, the hard-hitting
25-year-old Foreman.
Nine months prior to this fight,
Ali defeated the great Joe Frazier
for the first time, thus retaining
the Heavyweight Title. Foreman
had also beat Frazier in 1973,
taking him only two rounds to get
a technical knockout. Foreman
displayed his insane power in
this fight, knocking Frazier down
three times before the referee
ended the bout. His performance
against Frazier, advantage in age,
and undefeated record made
Foreman heavily favored in the
1974 fight between Ali and him.
H o w e v e r , Fo r e m a n w a s
not prepared for Ali’s newly
developed “rope-a-dope” tactic.
The idea behind this tactic was to
lean on the ropes while covering
your body and face with your
arms and gloves. Ali would allow
the other boxer to punch at
will. However, they would gain
no points by not striking the
covered-up head and body. After
the first round, Ali realized he
was not going to win by boxing

MUHAMMAD ALI stands over George Foreman after delivering a knockout blow. (Courtesy of Forbes)

Foreman blow-for-blow as he
had done with other boxers in
the past.
This style of boxing is known
as “brawling” where two boxers
trade blows usually ending in
an early round knockout. Ali
decided to implement his “ropea-dope” tactic in the second
round. Because punches to the
arms and hands were not as
painful to take, the tactic began
to work just as Ali had planned.
In fruitlessly punching Ali’s
covered body, Foreman grew
tired while gaining very few
points. Ali however, was able to
rest on the ropes and conserve his
energy. As Foreman exhausted

himself, Ali snuck in numerous
straight jabs to the head and
body, earning him points while
Foreman only became weak and
tired.
There were many occasions
during the fight when Foreman
was able to land hard punches.
Following one of his harder
right hooks, Ali held him up and
whispered, “That all you got,
George?”
It was this confidence,
resiliency, and the “rope-a-dope”
tactic that ultimately won Ali the
fight. In the eighth-round, Ali
went back to the ropes, taking
shots to his arms and gloves from
Foreman. Ali got separation as the

tired Foreman could barely hold
up his gloves from exhaustion,
and with thirteen seconds to
go in the round, Foreman took
a strong right cross to the jaw,
landing him on the canvas to end
the fight.
The result of this fight was a
resurgence of Ali’s career and
proof of his brilliance as a boxer.
His tactic was genius and was
the only way the undefeated
Foreman could have been beaten.
Ali had many rematches with
various boxers throughout his
career, but he and Foreman never
boxed again.
After a loss in 1977, Foreman
retired from boxing abruptly.
He came back ten years later at
the age of 38, an old man in the
world of boxing. He would go on
to win 31 more fights and another
heavyweight title.
Ali finished his career at 39
years old and after losing three
out of his last four fights, it was
clear he had lost his touch. But Ali
is still considered the best boxer
to ever put on gloves.
H i s p o w e r, f i n e s s e , a n d
confidence made him a polarizing
figure in the sports world and
his legacy lives on. “The Rumble
in the Jungle,” was one of the
greatest sports events of all
time, and a boxing event of its
magnitude will likely never
happen again.

November 2-4
@ Fresno State University
MEN’S BASKETBALL

November 7 @ 7pm
vs. McNeese State University
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